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I    Choose the correct alternative: 

 

1.__________is used to display a list of vertically scrolling items. [ ] 

a)Grid view b)page viewer c)list view d) all of the above. 

2.______is similar to drop down list that displays list of items.     [ ] 

a)alert dialogs b)spinner view c)list view d)grid view. 

3._____control is view group used to display text and image in a form of a 

rectangular scrollable grid. 

a) page viewer b)grid view c)list view d)spinner view   [ ] 

4.the view pager require a ______to define and load the data for each page. 

a)string resource b)array c)list of items d)data adapter.   [ ] 

5.______is used to track the objects allocated to an application.  [ ] 

a)allocation tracker b)tracker c)object allocator d) none. 

6___________is used to pause the execution of an application temporarily. 

a)console b)an error c) break point d)None.     [ ] 

7.__________button is used to collapse all the exapanded elements in the view. 

a)expand all b)skip all c)remove all d) collapse all.    [ ] 

8.__________is  a small window that pops up to interact with a user . 

a)view control b)dialog control c)fragment d) frame.   [ ] 

9._________is used to display text message in dialog box.  [ ] 

a)get msg() b)printf() c) print msg() d) set msg(). 

10.____is used to manage fragments in an activity.    [ ] 

a)fragment manager b)fragmanr_manager c)F_manager d ) All . 
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Choose the correct alternative: 

11.Every menu item is assigned with ______    [ ] 

a)resource id b)xml file c)sub menu d) all   

12.__________ is component of action bar.     [ ] 

a)activity title b)tabs c)overflow menu d) all 

13.______ is defined as the pointer that points at the result set of the underlying 

data. 

a)array b)cursor c)trigger d)pointer array.     [ ] 

14.the list of files and directories in the sub directory by _______command. 

a)sqlite3 b).schema c)stable d)ls       [ ] 

15._________class is used to define an object that manages the notification. 

a)notification b)notification_manager c)notification manger d) all  [ ] 

16.which of the following is the method that is used to broad cast internet 

a)send broad cast() b).put extra () c)set action() d)all.   [ ] 

17.themes are applied to an application by using _____ attribute. [ ] 

a)android :theme b)android :style c)android :layout d)theme. 

18._____folder contains the assest files in raw file format.  [ ] 

a)application b)assests c)resources d)None 

19._______attribute aligns the content of the control in the linear layout [ ]. 

a)android:align b)android :padding c)android :orientation d)android : gravity 

20.which of the following are the paramenters are passed to a query method for 

executing quieres  

a)db.table b) order c)group_by d)all       [ ] 
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I    Choose the correct alternative: 

1.Every menu item is assigned with ______     [ ] 

a)resource id b)xml file c)sub menu d) all  

2.__________ is component of action bar.     [ ] 

a)activity title b)tabs c)overflow menu d) all 

3._____is defined as the pointer that points at the result set of the underlying data. 

a)array b)cursor c)trigger d)pointer array.     [ ] 

4.the list of files and directories in the sub directory by _______command. 

a)sqlite3 b).schema c)stable d)ls       [ ] 

5._________class is used to define an object that manages the notification. 

a)notification b)notification_manager c)notification manger d) all  [ ] 

6.which of the following is the method that is used to broad cast internet 

a)send broad cast() b).put extra () c)set action() d)all.   [ ] 

7.themes are applied to an application by using _____ attribute. 

a)android :theme b)android :style c)android :layout d)theme.  [ ] 

8._____folder contains the assest files in raw file format. 

a)application b)assests c)resources d)None     [ ] 

9._______attribute aligns the content of the control in the linear layout . [ ] 

a)android:align b)android :padding c)android :orientation d)android : gravity 

10.which of the following are the paramenters are passed to a query method for 

executing quieres  

a)db.table b) order c)group_by d)all       [ ] 
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4.the list of files and directories in the sub directory by _______command. 
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5._________class is used to define an object that manages the notification. 

a)notification b)notification_manager c)notification manger d) all  [ ] 

6.which of the following is the method that is used to broad cast internet 

a)send broad cast() b).put extra () c)set action() d)all.   [ ] 

7.themes are applied to an application by using _____ attribute. 

a)android :theme b)android :style c)android :layout d)theme.  [ ] 

8._____folder contains the assest files in raw file format. 

a)application b)assests c)resources d)None     [ ] 

9._______attribute aligns the content of the control in the linear layout . [ ] 

a)android:align b)android :padding c)android :orientation d)android : gravity 

10.which of the following are the paramenters are passed to a query method for 
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11.__________is used to display a list of vertically scrolling items. 

a)Grid viewb)page viewerc)list view d) all of the above.   [ ] 

12.______is similar to drop down list that displays list of items. 

a)alert dialogs b)spinner view c)list view d)grid view.   [ ] 

13._____control is view group used to display text and image in a form of a 

rectangular scrollable grid. 

a) page viewer b)grid view c)list view d)spinner view   [ ] 

14.the view pager require a ______to define and load the data for each page. 

a)string resource b)array c)list of items d)data adapter.   [ ] 

15.______is used to track the objects allocated to an application. 

a)allocation tracker b)tracker c)object allocator d) none.   [ ] 

16___________is used to pause the execution of an application temporarily. 

a)console b)an error c) break point d)None.     [ ] 

17.__________button is used to collapse all the exapanded elements in the view. 

a)expand all b)skip all c)remove all d) collapse all.    [ ] 

18.__________is  a small window that pops up to interact with a user . 

a)view control b)dialog control c)fragment d) frame.   [ ] 

19._________is used to display text message in dialog box. 

a)get msg() b)printf() c) print msg() d) set msg().    [ ] 

20.____is used to manage fragments in an activity. 

a)fragment manager b)fragmanr_manager c)F_manager d ) All   [ ] 
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I    Choose the correct alternative: 

1___________is used to pause the execution of an application temporarily. 

a)console b)an error c) break point d)None.     [ ] 

2.__________button is used to collapse all the exapanded elements in the view. 

a)expand all b)skip all c)remove all d) collapse all.    [ ] 

3.__________is  a small window that pops up to interact with a user . 

a)view control b)dialog control c)fragment d) frame.   [ ] 

4._________is used to display text message in dialog box.   

 [ ] 

a)get msg() b)printf() c) print msg() d) set msg(). 

5.____is used to manage fragments in an activity.    [ ] 

a)fragment manager b)fragmanr_manager c)F_manager d ) All  

6.Every menu item is assigned with ______- 

a)resource id b)xml file c)sub menu d) all      [ ] 

7.__________ is component of action bar.     [ ] 

a)activity title b)tabs c)overflow menu d) all     [ ] 

8.______ is defined as the pointer that points at the result set of the underlying 

data. 

a)array b)cursor c)trigger d)pointer array.     [ ] 

9.the list of files and directories in the sub directory by _______command. 

a)sqlite3 b).schema c)stable d)ls       [ ] 

10._________class is used to define an object that manages the notification. 

a)notification b)notification_manager c)notification manger d) all  [ ] 
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I    Choose the correct alternative: 

1___________is used to pause the execution of an application temporarily. 

a)console b)an error c) break point d)None.     [ ] 

2.__________button is used to collapse all the exapanded elements in the view. 

a)expand all b)skip all c)remove all d) collapse all.    [ ] 

3.__________is  a small window that pops up to interact with a user . 

a)view control b)dialog control c)fragment d) frame.   [ ] 

4._________is used to display text message in dialog box.   

 [ ] 

a)get msg() b)printf() c) print msg() d) set msg(). 

5.____is used to manage fragments in an activity.    [ ] 

a)fragment manager b)fragmanr_manager c)F_manager d ) All  

6.Every menu item is assigned with ______- 

a)resource id b)xml file c)sub menu d) all      [ ] 

7.__________ is component of action bar.     [ ] 

a)activity title b)tabs c)overflow menu d) all     [ ] 

8.______ is defined as the pointer that points at the result set of the underlying 

data. 

a)array b)cursor c)trigger d)pointer array.     [ ] 

9.the list of files and directories in the sub directory by _______command. 

a)sqlite3 b).schema c)stable d)ls       [ ] 

10._________class is used to define an object that manages the notification. 

a)notification b)notification_manager c)notification manger d) all  [ ] 
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11.__________is used to display a list of vertically scrolling items.  

a)Grid viewb)page viewerc)list view d) all of the above.   [ ] 

12.______is similar to drop down list that displays list of items. 

a)alert dialogs b)spinner view c)list view d)grid view.   [ ] 

13._____control is view group used to display text and image in a form of a 

rectangular scrollable grid. 

a) page viewer b)grid view c)list view d)spinner view   [ ] 

14.the view pager require a ______to define and load the data for each page. 

a)string resource b)array c)list of items d)data adapter.   [ ] 

15.______is used to track the objects allocated to an application. 

a)allocation tracker b)tracker c)object allocator d) none.   [ ] 

16.which of the following is the method that is used to broad cast internet 

a)send broad cast() b).put extra () c)set action() d)all.   [ ] 

17.themes are applied to an application by using _____ attribute. 

a)android :theme b)android :style c)android :layout d)theme.   [ ] 

18._____folder contains the assest files in raw file format.   [ ] 

a)application b)assests c)resources d)None 

19._______attribute aligns the content of the control in the linear layout . [ ] 

a)android:align b)android :padding c)android :orientation d)android : gravity 

20.which of the following are the paramenters are passed to a query method for 

executing quieres  

a)db.table b) order c)group_by d)all       [ ] 
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I    Choose the correct alternative: 

1.which of the following is the method that is used to broad cast internet.[ ] 

a)send broad cast() b).put extra () c)set action() d)all. 

2.themes are applied to an application by using _____ attribute.  [ ] 

a)android :theme b)android :style c)android :layout d)theme. 

3._____folder contains the assest files in raw file format.   [ ] 

a)application b)assests c)resources d)None 

4._______attribute aligns the content of the control in the linear layout .[ ] 

a)android:align b)android :padding c)android :orientation d)android : gravity 

5.which of the following are the paramenters are passed to a query method for 

executing quieres  

a)db.table b) order c)group_by d)all       [ ] 

6.Every menu item is assigned with ______     [ ] 

a)resource id b)xml file c)sub menu d) all  

7.__________ is component of action bar.     [ ] 

a)activity title b)tabs c)overflow menu d) all 

8.______ is defined as the pointer that points at the result set of the underlying 

data. 

a)array b)cursor c)trigger d)pointer array.     [ ] 

9.the list of files and directories in the sub directory by _______command. 

a)sqlite3 b).schema c)stable d)ls       [ ] 

10._________class is used to define an object that manages the notification. 

a)notification b)notification_manager c)notification manger d) all  [ ] 
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I    Choose the correct alternative: 

1.which of the following is the method that is used to broad cast internet.[ ] 

a)send broad cast() b).put extra () c)set action() d)all. 

2.themes are applied to an application by using _____ attribute.  [ ] 

a)android :theme b)android :style c)android :layout d)theme. 

3._____folder contains the assest files in raw file format.   [ ] 

a)application b)assests c)resources d)None 

4._______attribute aligns the content of the control in the linear layout .[ ] 

a)android:align b)android :padding c)android :orientation d)android : gravity 

5.which of the following are the paramenters are passed to a query method for 

executing quieres  

a)db.table b) order c)group_by d)all       [ ] 

6.Every menu item is assigned with ______     [ ] 

a)resource id b)xml file c)sub menu d) all  

7.__________ is component of action bar.     [ ] 

a)activity title b)tabs c)overflow menu d) all 

8.______ is defined as the pointer that points at the result set of the underlying 

data. 

a)array b)cursor c)trigger d)pointer array.     [ ] 

9.the list of files and directories in the sub directory by _______command. 

a)sqlite3 b).schema c)stable d)ls       [ ] 

10._________class is used to define an object that manages the notification. 

a)notification b)notification_manager c)notification manger d) all  [ ] 
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11.__________is used to display a list of vertically scrolling items. 

a)Grid viewb)page viewerc)list view d) all of the above.   [ ] 

12.______is similar to drop down list that displays list of items. 

a)alert dialogs b)spinner view c)list view d)grid view.   [ ] 

13._____control is view group used to display text and image in a form of a 

rectangular scrollable grid. 

a) page viewer b)grid view c)list view d)spinner view   [ ] 

14.the view pager require a ______to define and load the data for each page. 

a)string resource b)array c)list of items d)data adapter.   [ ] 

15.______is used to track the objects allocated to an application. [ ] 

a)allocation tracker b)tracker c)object allocator d) none. 

16___________is used to pause the execution of an application temporarily. 

a)console b)an error c) break point d)None.     [ ] 

17.__________button is used to collapse all the exapanded elements in the view. 

a)expand all b)skip all c)remove all d) collapse all.    [ ] 

18.__________is  a small window that pops up to interact with a user . 

a)view control b)dialog control c)fragment d) frame.   [ ] 

19._________is used to display text message in dialog box.  [ ] 

a)get msg() b)printf() c) print msg() d) set msg(). 

20.____is used to manage fragments in an activity.    [ ] 

a)fragment manager b)fragmanr_manager c)F_manager d ) All  
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